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CORE COUHSE IN ENGLISH

3B04ENG : Renaissance and Restoration Literatures

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 40

l. Write an essay in 250 words on one of the following : (1x8=8)

1) Forms, Genres and styles of the renaissance period.

2) Sir Thomas More's tJtopia.

Il. Write an essay in 250 words on one of the following : (1x8=8)

3) Restoration poetry.

4) Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe.

lll. Answer any four of the following in about 100 words : (4x4=16)

5) Gultur,e and society during the renaissance period.

6) Gender roles and relations during the renaissance period.

7) The works of John Donne.

8) The South Sea Bubble.

9) Swift's Gulliver's Travels.

10) Paradise Lost.

lV. Answer any eight of the following in not more than two sentences : (8x1=$)

11) The lnterregnum.

12) What change is described as the enormous economic transition during the

Renaissance period ?
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13) The ending of the play Hamlet.

14) What was the main part of the curriculum of Oxford and Cambridge

Universities during the Henaissance period ?

15\ Astrophil and Stella.

16) The importance of Greenwich during the Restoration period.

17) The Way of the Workl.

18) Name the title of Pope's work which was published in four anonymous

instalments.

19) Which work is celebrated as the first dramatic work by a woman to be

published in English ? Name the author too.

20) Samuel Johnson's claim to Lord Chesterfield regarding the dictionary.
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l. Write an essay in 250 words on one of the following : (1x8=8)
1) Politics and Power during the Renaissance period.
2) William Shakespeare's Hamlet.

ll. Write an essay in 250 words on one of the following : (1x8=8) r

3) Restoration poetry.
4) Aphra Behn's Oroonoko

lll. Answer any four of the following in about 100 words : (4x4=16)
5) Colonialism in the Renaissance period.
6) lnfluence of Latin during the Renaissance period.
7) Sir Thomas More's Utopia.
B) The origin of the novel.
9) The Glorious Revolution.

10) Richardson's Clarissa.

IV. Answer any eight of the following in not more than two sentences : (8x1=g)
11) How did the division between the House of York and Lancaster came to

an end ?
121 Tottel's Miscellany.
13) Whowas the person who first set out on the first English slaving voyage ?

To where ?
14) The South Sea Bubble.
15) The lnterregnum.
16) What is meant by'closet drama' ?

17) What are the two extraordinary devastations suffered by London in the
seventeenth century ?

18) The Royal Society.
19) Which book's 'Preface' states that the story to follow is Just a history of

fact; neither is there any appearance of ficti-on in it' ?
20) To wh.ich writer does the dictum "a little learning is a da.ngerous thing" is

associated ?


